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 Blackheads Be Gone +                         

(Acne prone skin formula )                       

Cream -Mask 

Removes blackheads without any pain 

safely & naturally.  Spread a thin layer on 

skin & massage in small circular motions for 

1-2 minutes, leave on for 15-20 min. Mas-

sage again or wipe away with face cloth.                     

Old & deep blackheads may need               

another 10 min. application and a gentle 

press with finger tips to ease them out.  

Use of 2-3 times a week for healthier                  

rejuvenation, clearer brighter skin.                                                                        
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Oil Balance Cleansing Bar                                                                                                                                                                             

3 in 1: Cleanses, Exfoliates & Tones  

 Effective,  non-invasive cleansing for-

mula, designed to work without disturb-

ing the skin mantel. Gently exfoliates to 

take away debris of dead cells & pollut-

ants.  Made with botanical ingredients 

known for calming, soothing the sensi-

tive skin.  PH balanced to serve as a 

toner too.  Use twice/day.                                        

This bar will last for more than 6 months 

as facial bar, store away from water.                    
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 Skin Renewal Cream  

Balancing, moisturizing &                                     

protecting  formula. 

 Helps by calming and soothing your skin.  

It also nourishes for healthier skin turn 

over while providing an effective                     

breathable barrier necessary to protect 

your skin from the elements and                            

the air borne pollutants.                                                             

Use daily, works well under makeup. 

                                                                                                                                                                                         

Our approach in skin care addresses 

the cause of the problem at depth to 

bring out healthier more beautiful 

skin.  

 All Bliss Organics products are                     

potent, very concentrated &                          

very little goes a long way .  
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Our Vision 

Clean Environment, protected nature, 

better health & quality of life on Earth. 

Our Mission  

Manufacturing skin care products to 

bring to you the instant real results 

safely & naturally, without any risk to 

your health & damage to the                                    

environment.     

Stay beautiful the healthy way©! 

                                             

Email: 

info@blissorganics.ca                      

www.blissorganics.ca 
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Goodbye acne prone skin &                    

blackheads, pain, bleeding,   

stress of extractions &                                   

to the damaging potential of                            

chemical & acid peels!                                                                     
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1. Cleanse Your Skin for Balance. 

2. Eliminate the Blackheads. 

3. Renew & Protect.  

Science & Dermatologists agree that                            

blackheads are the nest of acne                        

and other skin problems.                          
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